Starter for 1996 jeep cherokee

The starter is an electrical motor which uses battery power to spin, thus start, the engine.
Defective starter motors can be fixed. However, remanufactured starter motors are readily
available and most do-it-yourself mechanics choose to simply replace, rather than repair, a
defective starter motor. Starter motor replacement is among the easier jobs for the amateur and
requires no specialized tools or skills beyond the basic mechanic's tool set and equipment to
safely raise and support the vehicle. Apply the parking brake. Raise the front of the vehicle with
a jack, then secure it on jack stands. Position the replacement starter and install the mounting
bolts. Tighten the bolts securely. Listen for excessive noise during starter motor engagement.
Noise may include scraping, squealing or whining sounds. If noise occurs, proceed to the next
step. Otherwise, support the vehicle with a jack, remove the jack stands and lower the vehicle to
the ground. Remove the starter motor if excessive noise occurs when starting the vehicle. Add
metal shims included with replacement starter to adjust the alignment of the starter motor and
tighten the starter mounting bolts securely. Start the engine and listen for noise. Re-adjust the
starter alignment, as needed, until satisfactory operation occurs; then support the vehicle with a
jack, remove the jack stands and lower the vehicle to the ground. David Reber has been a
published writer since Step 1 Loosen the negative battery cable clamp and disconnect the
cable. Step 2 Apply the parking brake. Step 3 Disconnect the wiring connector s at the starter
motor. Remove the starter mounting bolts and lower the starter from the vehicle. Step 1 Position
the replacement starter and install the mounting bolts. Step 2 Connect the wiring to the starter
motor. Step 3 Connect the negative battery cable and start the vehicle. Step 4 Listen for
excessive noise during starter motor engagement. References "Jeep Cherokee thru "; B.
Henderson and John Haynes; Some Jeep Cherokee models use Torx bolts to mount the starter
motor. These bolts have a star-shaped, rather than hexagonal, head and require the use of a
Torx socket for removal and installation. Vehicle jack Jack stands Socket wrench set
Replacement starter motor. Never work under a vehicle supported only by a jack. Always
support the vehicle on jack stands. Though typically robust, most Jeep Cherokees will
eventually experience ignition failure, leaving otherwise happy owners stranded. These failures
are usually progressive, though, offering the savvy owner plenty of opportunity to fix them
before they become terminal. Symptoms don't get more straightforward than this: The truck
doesn't start. Turn the key, and everything comes on, but the driveway is absent of that Jeep
rumble. When you turn the key, a number of things happen. First, the key-switch engages the
vehicle's accessory systems like the radio. One click further activates the rest of the system,
including the engine ignition, gauges and electric fans. Turning it further engages the
momentary switch that sends power to the starter and turns the engine over. To ensure that
absentminded owners don't run over the dog, all modern manufacturers use a neutral safety
switch to disable the starter if the transmission is left in drive. These switches are usually in a
"default-off" position, and must have current to activate the starter relay. This is the source of
the Jeep's ignition issues, but is easily replaced by any mechanically competent owner. The
neutral safety switch is located on the transmission, where the shift lever attaches. Replacing it
simply involves removing the attached wires, pulling out the sensor, installing the new one and
adjusting it. One benefit to replacing the sensor is that the reverse light sensor is integral to the
unit, so you are getting two new sensors at once. It's expensive, but it sure beats walking. Many
have found that in the beginning stages of failure, it is possible to reset the switch to get home.
If your Jeep fails to start, try placing it in neutral, and then starting it. This works in 80 percent
of all failures, and will continue to do so for some time before a more permanent fix becomes
mandatory. Some owners choose to simply bypass the neutral safety switch altogether by
joining the external sensor harness wires together with a jumper wire. It does work, but will
allow the truck to start in drive and reverse. Do yourself and your dog a favor: Just replace the
switch and be done with it. Richard Rowe has been writing professionally since , specializing in
automotive topics. He has worked as a tractor-trailer driver and mechanic, a rigger at a fire
engine factory and as a race-car driver and builder. Image by Flickr. Jacek Korona. Neutral
Safety Switch To ensure that absentminded owners don't run over the dog, all modern
manufacturers use a neutral safety switch to disable the starter if the transmission is left in
drive. Replacement The neutral safety switch is located on the transmission, where the shift
lever attaches. The Band-Aid Fix Many have found that in the beginning stages of failure, it is
possible to reset the switch to get home. The Worst Idea Ever Some owners choose to simply
bypass the neutral safety switch altogether by joining the external sensor harness wires
together with a jumper wire. References Cherokee-Jeep. Com Cherokee Forum. Forum Rules.
Actuators AllVapeBrands. Reader Rides. When I reinstalled it, the Jeep started like a charm;
after a few starts it would click, click, click, turnover; and now it makes no sound at all and does
not start. The only way I can get it to start is to put the ignition in the "on" position, crawl under
the Jeep, and touch a screw driver to the 2 bolts little and big on the starter. When I do this, it

starts right up immediately. OR, my 2nd thought is maybe the starter is actually bad. Any
thoughts are much appreciated. Have you checked the wiring and connectors from the starter
and ignition switch? Confucious says: Don't eat the snow where the huskies go! Join Date Jul
Posts 1, Besides being way too small, the wire is vulnerable to damage. Second thought is your
neutral safety switch, if it won't start in park, try neutral. The neutral safety switch is the ground
for the PDC starter relay. Things that most often go wrong with the stater are; the brushes get
worn and make iffy contact sometimes it starts, sometimes it won't. The starter gets covered in
oil from leaky oil filter adapter O rings and some seeps in and covers the brushes don't know
exactly how, but it happens. The ground wire from the battery to the side of the bock comes
loose at the mounting stud at the dipstick holder. I've never seen anything but the brushes
screw up, either from wear, oil covered or mud caked. I have seen a number of issues, like dirty
battery cable connectors, weak battery, oil covered starter brushes and even oil covered starter
housing causing poor ground , add up and cause intermittent starter function. Cleaning
everything up, usually makes them work better, even with iffy brushes. Here are a couple of
links that may be helpfull. Originally Posted by SteelHeadz. If it starts fine when you jump it with
a screw driver but won't when you start it from the ignition switch, that would indicate the
problem is on the ignition circuit. Originally Posted by MudderChuck. There is a starter relay in
the PDC and a wire that goes down from under the front of the PDC, through a small connector I
think or maybe a splice near the PDC, down the passengers side of the motor to the solenoid.
Cleaning the starter motor NSS rebuild. Originally Posted by rdm I am thinking this because
sometimes it seems as if power does not get to the starter, whereas other times it starts up. Not
to mention the screwdriver. What do you think? Now onto what happened tonight I started out
by trying to crank the Jeep. Just the silence that I previously mentioned maybe the whirr of the
starter as well? Any suggestions this time around? I know it's NOT the neutral safety switch, 1
because it will start in neutral, and 2 it was recently replaced by the dealer. Thanks for all the
help. If it would just crap out completely, it would likely be easier to troubleshoot. Starter
brushes coated in oil sometimes make contact, sometimes don't starter function can get really
erratic. If you get any juice through the brushes at all, it often burns off the oil coating and you'll
get a start or few. Is your starter coated in oil? Neutral safety switch can get moisture inside, if it
freezes it can also cause grief. Or like SteelHeads mentioned the adjustment may just be a little
off. You said yours is new so corrosion is unlikely. First step is to take the cable clamps off of
the battery terminals, clean the terminals and the inside of the clamps, wipe them off with
solvent. When I say clean, I mean scrub them down with a 3M pad, sand paper or wire brush,
until they shine, then wipe them off with a clean rag and solvent, twice. Don't over tighten the
clamps, tight but not super tight. See if this helps. Process of elimination. Volt test your battery
or better yet have it load tested at the auto parts store. Make sure the nut on the battery ground
at the motor block, down near the dipstick holder is tight. I clean the battery ground strap loop,
the trans control unit ground loop and the Power train control unit ground loop at the block
ground with a 3M pad and solvent. I clean the threaded stud and nut with a wire brush and
solvent. If the starter refuses to work two times in a row, tap the side of the starter with a
hammer not the solenoid and see what happens. This often reseats the brushes and will give
you another start. But sometimes the brushes decide to make contact on the second or third try
and this may fool you into thinking it's the neutral safety switch, the starter relay, the ignition
switch or the wiring. Like I said intermittent problems can drive a person nuts. When it doesn't
start in "Park", does it start in "Neutral " everytime?. Your pretty close in isolating the issue.
Even with a new unit, if the switch is not installed properly, the contacts on the switch may only
work on either the park position or the neutral. Check the wirings and connectors related to the
components for loose or corrosion in the contact point of the pins. The test light approach is
the ideal tool to use for determining which is alive and which one is not. The multimeter will
further help if you need to determine and verify a battery voltage on the circuit. Intermittent
problems can drive you nuts. I started it this morning with no problem and drove it to the front
of my house. After running in to get my stuff, it would not start up again in P or N. To answer
your question, it is sporadic and doesn't always start regardless of being in P or N. Thanks for
the advice re: the NSS I am thankful that my Chilton should arrive any day now. Forum related.
Replies: 7 Last Post: , AM. Replies: 0 Last Post: , PM. Replies: 1 Last Post: , AM. Replies: 0 Last
Post: , AM. Join thousands of other Jeep fans as we tackle Wrangler problems and more. You'll
be able to meet friends, as well as get help repairing and upgrading your Jeep. All times are
GMT The time now is AM. Log in Remember Me? Log in Forgotten Your Password? Don't have
an account yet? Choose Quality Excellent fit, secure performance, and robust framework are
the major qualities of Bosch's original equipment starter. This replacement product is properly
designed to perform like the We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve
quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts.

Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Starter part. Shop Jeep Cherokee Starter. Showing 1 - 8 of 8
results. Sort by:. Part Number: MPA Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number:
NP Part Number: OE no. Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 8 of 8 results. Featured Brands. Reviews
Questions, Answers. Crown Automotive is the go-to company for premium quality factory
replacement parts for Jeeps manufactured as far back as When it concerns choosing a
reputable manufacturer for your electrical system's starter, consider Bosch. Dec 16, Derek
Patrick. Purchased on Oct 22, Jun 25, Starter came early and fit perfectly. Robert Holiday.
Purchased on Jun 10, Jul 03, Great fit and starts on one crank. Bought this about a week ago for
a Cherokee Sport 4. Arrived timely, packaged well, fit perfect, and now my Jeep starts on the
first crank. Purchased on Dec 12, Helpful Automoti
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ve Resources. Electricity then flows from the battery, through the starter relay, and to the
starter solenoid. Bad Starter Solenoid Symptoms Although you may have heard of a starter
solenoid, you might not know what the part actually does. Basically, the starter solenoid is an
electromechanical device that engages the starter motor. Most starter solenoids are mounted
directly on top of the starter. The Starting System Because batteries emit hydrogen gas while
charging, the battery case cannot be completely sealed. Years ago there was a vent cap for
each cell and we had to replenish the cells when the electrolyte evaporated. If your engine
cranks normally but does not start, the starter motor is not to blame. Automotive professionals
break down no-start situations into two separate categories: crank-no-start and
no-crank-no-start. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved.
Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

